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Requirements for Telegram Targeted Direct Messages:  

1) Provide us with: Individual shill messages  

a. Clients must provide 10 variations of different short direct messages to be sent to 

group members of relevant communities that you provide links to (we will scrape 

“Online” and “Last Seen Recently” users only).  
  

b. No emojis, no links and no spam phrases/words such as “scam, don’t delete, moon, 
100x, etc.). The only type of link you can post is a mention (@YourTokenNameName) 

for the first 500 messages before a restriction is placed (this will be changed to TG: 

YourTokenName after the first 500 DMs are sent for larger orders).  

  

c. Some examples of different variation shill messages (2-3 sentences maximum):  

  

1. We never make empty promises. We can’t promise we will pump and we can’t 
promise we won’t dump but we do promise to always be present. Team 
@YourTokenName. 

 

2. Hello, I identified a few great opportunities the same way I found this token. It has not 

launched yet but by keeping these types of tokens on my watchlist I increase my chances 

at success. A friendly suggestion to check it out @YourTokenName. 

 

3. Hi, the money rotation within meme coins is insane. New coins emerge every day and 

the key is finding them early. Suggestion of the day is @YourTokenName. 

 

4. Every time I find a coin as early as @YourTokenName I always share with holders in 

the communities I am in. Feel free to join in and evaluate its potential. 

 

5. Receiving messages promoting coins is annoying, hopefully you don’t take this as 
being just that. Just thought every buyer wants to be in as early as possible therefore my 

suggestion of the day is @YourTokenName. Team is available 24/7 for questions. 

 

6. I always enjoy a community where the owner is present in the chat. The team is 

available 24/7 and the channel is growing as it’s getting ready to launch. Feel free to 

check them out @YourTokenName 

 

7. Leadership and utility are the fundamentals great communities are built on. The team 

of @YourTokenName I believe have what it takes to build something incredible. They are 

available 24/7 ask them and you will see what I mean. 

 

8. We come from a world of hard work, education and trust. We value relationships, 

information and knowledge. We believe in life-time lasting friendships built on respect 

and trust. @YourTokenName 

 

9. Hello, how many times you haven’t take advantage of possibly good opportunities? 
Definitely nothing to lose but maybe something to gain in checking @YourTokenName. 

Getting ready to launch soon marketing on the way. 

 

10. Sometimes you look in your portfolio and something seems to be missing. Something 

real and simple. You didn't like it, but I felt the same way until I found @YourTokenName  



2) Provide us with: Links to relevant groups to target on Telegram  

a. Clients must provide at least 5 Telegram groups with at most 3000-5000 members.  

b. If clients provide invite links to groups with 200-600 members, the success rate will 

be higher due to smaller groups having a significantly less bot/user ratio.  

c. 5 examples of Telegram group invite links:  

i. https://t.me/CompetitorToken1   

ii. https://t.me/CompetitorToken2  

d. If the group(s) has less than 2000 members, we will scrape users from the groups 

you provide which have “Online” and “Last seen recently” statuses.  
e. If the group(s) has more than 2000 members, we will scrape “Online” users only.  

 

 

 

 

3) Setting up Combot (OPTIONAL BUT HIGHLY RECOMMENDED)  

a. Access Combot admin by logging in: https://combot.org/login  

b. After logging in with your Telegram, visit this link: https://combot.org/groups  

c. Click on the “Settings” link to access the settings page.  
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4) Other Combot options   

  

  

  


